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Abstract

This paper investigates how trade liberalisation affects manufacturing prod

tion in the South when consumer perception of product substitutability in N

and South is asymmetric. Consumers in the former view foreign goods as p

substitutes of domestic varieties, while in the latter foreign and domestic vari

are equally substitutable. The main result of our exercise is that asymm

product substitutability gives firms in the North better access to markets in

South. Local manufacturing production then becomes unsustainable eve

positive trade costs, while deepening trade liberalisation usually results in

South specialising in non-industrial production. 

• JEL Classification: F1

• Key Words: trade liberalization, north-south trade, asymmetric product s

stitutability

I. Introduction

Over the last decade, new North-South trade blocs have been created, a
them NAFTA and the EU-CEECs trade agreements, allowing firms in the S

better access to the larger consumer markets in the North. However, r

research has shown that North-South economic integration may not be foll

by increased production of the high quality, high-technology goods favoure

consumers in the North. This idea was first developed by Linder (1961). He ar

that consumers in high per capita income countries-the North-may wish to
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more sophisticated goods, which are more likely to be produced in countries
similar per capita income. 

Several models of vertical product differentiation have confirmed the Lin

hypothesis. Models of North-South trade in vertically differentiated goods h

shown that the North exports high quality varieties while the South produces

exports the low quality varieties (Copeland and Kotwal, 1996, Falvey 

Helpman, 1987, Markusen, 1986, Motta and Thisse, 1995). In addition, Fa
and Helpman (1987) show that a product cycle in which the range of g

produced by each country changes over time arise from changes in techn

endowments and income distribution. Products embodying new technologie

conceived and produced in the North, while production of goods nearing

solescence in the North relocate to the South. An important consequen

specialisation of the South in low quality goods is that trade may break down
hence gains from trade may be inexistant in the South (Copeland and Ko

1996). The South produces low quality goods that are not demanded by 

income Northern consumers, while Southern consumers cannot afford Nor

high quality goods. Markusen (1986) obtains similar results with a mode

horizontally differentiated products. Motta and Thisse (1995) focus on the ro

domestic demand in determining the international success of a firm. They an
whether a country producing low quality goods can catch up with a cou

supplying high quality products, given that both have access to the same

nology. Their results show that firms in countries where consumers are 

willing to pay for better quality products are at an advantage when trade is op

up. On the contrary, countries producing low quality goods in autarky will c

tinue to do so, provided countries are very different in consumers’ willingnes
pay for better quality product or in their domestic market sizes. Falvey 

Kierzkowski (1987) develop a 2×2×2 model where intra-industry trade

explained by vertical differenciation of products and unequal distribution

income. Consumers demand one type of differentiated good, which is determ

uniquely by the consumer’s income-given relative prices. A homogeneous

bour-intensive good and a vertically differentiated, capital-intensive good
produced under perfect competition. In addition, the homogeneous good c

produced with distinct technologies. The pattern of inter-industry trade follows

Ricardian-Heckscher-Ohlin predictions. The country producing the homogen

good more efficiently will export that good and import the differentiated go

while the relatively capital-abundant country exports the differentiated pro
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and import the homogeneous good. Intra-industry trade pattern, however, de
on countries’ income distribution. Assuming, for instance, that Foreign (Ho

country can produce the lowest (highest) quality goods at a lower price. T

high-income consumers will buy Home country’s high-quality goods whereas

income consumers will demand low-quality varieties from Foreign country. 

These models assume that quality is explicitely differentiated. However, in

duals’ perception of quality differentials can be as relevant in their consump
decisions than actual differences. This seems to be particularly the case 

dustries where superior quality is signaled by brand name, e.g., car, appa

luxury goods. We thus develop a model of trade liberalisation where consu

determine product quality by the origin of the goods and investigate how t

subjective judgements affect countries’ industrial specialisation. We build u

2×2×2 general equilibrium model following Helpman and Krugman (198
Countries are distinguished by their relative factor endowments, viz., the Sou

land-abundant while the North is labour-abundant. Both produce a homogen

good and have access to the same technology to produce horizontally dif

tiated manufactures. The North’s manufactures are seen as highly differen

(i.e., low elasticity of substitution) while the South’s varieties are viewed as 

differentiated (high elasticity of substitution). We conclude that symmmetric 
duct subsitutability gives firms in the North better access to markets in the S

which becomes a manufacture periphery at positive trade costs. Our resul

similar those obtained by Amiti (1998). She investigates how country s

transport costs and elasticy differentials between industries affect the locati

production. She shows that low elasticity manufacturing production agglome

in small countries at low trade costs, whereas at intermediate to high trade
small countries are net exporters of high elasticity manufactures. 

The model is presented in section 2, and the equilibrium in open econom

defined in section 3. Section 4 analyses the impact of elasticities differentia

the location of industries and Section 5 concludes.

II. The Model

An IRS labour-intensive sector produces horizontally differentiated go

(manufactures) under monopolistic competition. Food is the homogeneous o

of the CRS land-intensive and perfectly competitive sector. It is traded at no

whereas trade in manufactures incurs iceberg type trade costs. The world e
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ment of factors of production is divided among 2 countries. Factors of produc
are perfectly mobile between sectors of production but there is no internat

factor mobility. We also assume that the production of both goods adjusts ins

to variations of demand caused by the reductions of trade barriers. Finall

manufactured input is used in the production of final goods. 

Product differentiation is modelled here following Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) a

the general equilibrium structure follows Helpman and Krugman (1985), wh
applies the Dixit-Stiglitz-Spence framework to the theory of international tra

Wages and prices are defined as continuous functions of trade costs. Thes

continuously from autarky to free trade. 

In each country the representative consumer’s preferences are given by a 

thetic utility function. Its indirect utility function takes the form 

 (1)

for country i, i, j=1,2. Yi is the national income and Qi a price index.   is

the fraction of manufactures in the representative consumer’s utility. τ represents

transport costs, but not tariffs, although the model could easily incorporate ta
It is a symmetric iceberg cost, i.e., a fraction 1-1/τ of the good “melts” in transit

from country i (j) to country j (i). Finally, τ varies from 1 (free trade) to infinity

(autarky).

The price index of a country is a CES-type aggregator with elasticity of 

stitution σ>1. This specification follows Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). Here we assu

that all varieties have the same elasticity of substitution and that there 
continuum of potential varieties. 

 

(2)

 

for i=1,2.  is the price of a variety of manufacture produced

country i and consumed in country j.  is the producer price ex-factory and 
identical in each country as will be seen in section 2 below. , i.e.,

measure of the set of varieties is the number of firms in country j. The s

varieties for each country is the union of the sets of varieties actually produc

each level of trade costs, i.e., .

The demand for manufactures is obtained by Roy’s Identity 

(3)

Vi wi wj,( ) Yi wi( )Qi wi wj τ, ,( ) γ–=

g 0 1,[ ]∈

Qi
.( )1 σ– pij vj wj,( )* τ( )

1 σ–( )
djvj Ω j∈∫

j 1=

2

∑=

pij
.( ) τ∗pi

.( )2=

pi .( )
µ Ω j[ ] nj=

Ω j Yτ 1=
∞ wj τ,=

xi
d wi wj τ, ,( ) pj τ*( )

σ–
eiqi .( )σ 1–=
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where  is the total expenditure in manufactures.
In each country agricultural goods are produced according to a Cobb-Do

production function combining land (K) and labour (L), . Th

proportion of land in the production of food is , since agriculture

land-intensive.

 (4)

Profit maximisation in this perfectly competitive sector yields the equalisa

of marginal cost to price. For convenience, the price of agricultural goods is s

1.  and  are the rewards to land and labour respectively. Solving (4

rewards to land yields .
The production of manufactures in any country is given by

 (5)

for i,j=1,2.   is country’s j expenditure in manufactures. As mentione
above, when i=j, there is no transaction cost in the consumption of manufact

in which case . 

Manufacturing production is subject to increasing returns to scale and impe

competition. The first property may be translated in the cost function of a 

producing a single variety of manufactures as follows:

(6)

where  f and  are the fixed and marginal costs respe

vely.  given that manufactures are labour abundant. This cost func

is non-homothetic as is generally the case in firms characterised by int
economies of scale. 

The profit function for each firm can be written as 

(7)

where the short-run production level is expression (5) above and the lon
production level is

(8)

The long-run production level results from the assumption of free entry and

ei γ∗Yi=

X0 Ki
εLi

1 ε–=

ε 0 5 1, ,( )∈

c wi r i,( ) wi
1 ε– r i

s 1= =

r i wi

r i wi( )

xi wi wj τ, ,( ) pi
σ–

ei Q
* s

σ 1– ejQj
σ 1– τ*

+( ),=

ei γ∗Yi=

τ 1=

TCi wi xi,( ) Fi
.( )* f m* xi

.( )+( )=

Fi .( ) r i
ηwi

1 η–= m 0 1,( )∈
m 0 0.5,( )∈

Π i .( )
pi

* wi

σ
---------- xi .( ) x–( )=

x
f  * σ 1–( )

m
-----------------------=
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of firms, which in turn leads to zero profit. Profit maximisation in an imperf
competition sector implies mark-up pricing. So, in each country the producer 

is given by:

(9)

In each country a unique price can be considered an equilibrium since all 
have identical cost structures3. Firms charge (9) independently of the variety th

produce. However, in open economies without factor mobility it is not necess

the case that the international equilibrium price is unique as will be seen in se

3 below. 

The demands for factors of production are obtained from Shephard’s Lem

(10)

(11)

 and  are country i’s total supply of labour and land respectively, which mu

equal demand for factors in equilibrium.  is the measure of the set of vari
produced and will be considered as the number of firms. From these factor m

clearing conditions, an expression for , can be derived,

(12)

Finally, each country’s national income is simply the sum of the rewards of 
factor of production and the total profits:

(13)

As will be made explicit in the following section, long-run equilibrium 
characterised zero profit, so that total profits in the national income are actually 

A. Equilibrium

Substituting (2), (6), (9), (12) and (13) in (7) yields a non-linear system 

pi wi( ) σ* m
σ 1–
------------*wi

ε η–
ε

------------

=

Li
d X0* 1 ε–( )

wi

--------------------------
ni

* Fi
.( )* 1 η–( )
wi

--------------------------------------+ * f m* xi .( )+( )=

Ki
d X0* ε

r i

------------
ni*F i .( )* η

r i

---------------------------+ * f m*x i
.( )+( )=

Li
s Ki

s

ni

ni

ni wi( )
ε*

Li
*
wi

η ε⁄ 1 ε–( )*
Ki

*
wi

η 1–
ε

------------

–

ε η–( )* f *σ
-----------------------------------------------------------------=

Yi wi( ) wi
*
Li r i wi( )*

Ki ni wi( )*
Pi .( )+ +=

3 , where x is the long-run equilibrium output of a single of a single firm. S
Helpman and Krugman (1985).
θ wi x,( )

TCi wi x,( ) x⁄
∂TC ∂x⁄

--------------------------------=
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equations to be solved for , =1,2 at distinct values of τ, under the
assumption of zero profit. 

(14)

where3 7

and (15)

 

The solution of this system will be considered an equilibrium if aggregate 

fits in each country are zero.

 with  and  or  and (A1)

This condition ensures that a country’s profits are exhausted by free entr

exit. It also rules out the possibility of the number of firm being negative w

each firm’s profits are zero. It is clear from (14) that the equilibrium wages 
number of firms must be found numerically4. The autarky equilibrium wages

which can be found analytically, were naturally chosen as the initial value

wages in the simulations. There are two candidates to equilibrium wage,

implying a positive number of firms and , which implies no production 

manufactures.

In autarky , hence . (14) is then reduced to:

(16)

Substituting the function number of firms (12) and expenditures (15) in

profit function (16) and solving for  yields 

(17)

Alternatively,  can be easily obtained from the labour market clea

conditions. Setting (12) to zero and solving for gives

wi i j≠

Π i 0= wi

ε η–
ε

------------

 
 

σ–
ei

qi
1 σ–

-----------
ej

*
t
1 σ–

qj
1 σ–

---------------+ f * σ– 0=⇒

qi ni
*

wi

ε η–
ε

------------

 
 

1 σ–

nj
*

wj

ε η–
ε

------------

 
 

1 σ–

* τ1 σ–+=

ei wi( ) γ* Li
* wi d 1– ε*⁄ Ki

* wi

ε 1–
ε

-----------

+ 
 =

ni
* Π i 0= ni 0≥ Π i 0= ni 0= Π i 0≤

wi
a

wi
0

τ ∞→ t
1 σ– 0→

ei

ni

---- f * σ* wi

ε η–
ε

------------

=

wi wi
a

wi
a Ki

Li

-----
ε
*

γ ε η–( ) 1–
* 1 ε–( )+

ε* ε η–( ) 1– γ–
--------------------------------------------------=

wi
0

4The absolute number of firms is actually the measure of the set of varieties and should be interpr
an infinite number of firms of mass ni.
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It is worth noting that  does not depend on the value of trade costs wh

 assumes that trade costs are prohibitive. In autarky (17) satisfies con

(A1), so, both countries produce both goods.

For trade costs in the interval   the values of wages that solve 

system, , i=1,2, do not necessarily satisfy the condition . When i

not satisfied, it is generally the case that  but  at τ=t,

i=1, 2. We then consider that no firm produces manufactures in this countryt
and solve the system 

The result of these simulations will be a graph of the function , i=1,2.

Functions of , e.g., the number of firms, will also be represented by a gr

III. Trade Liberalisation and the Location of Industries

A. Factor Proportions 

Two simulations of the model have been carried out assuming that countr
(South) land-abundant and country 2 (North) labour-abundant. First, both c

tries have similar1 relative factor endowments (Case 1). Second, both coun

have very dissmilar land-to-labour ratios (Case 2)2. The relative factor endow-

ments are =1.11 and =0.909 in Case 1 and =2, and 

0.667 in Case 2. Finally, countries are identical in terms of preferences and

duction structures.
In Case 1, countries’s relative factor endowments are inside the Factor 

Equalisation set, as defined in Helpman and Krugman (1985). Consequ

factor prices are equalised at free trade, and, as Figure 1 shows, the relative

rich country is a net importer of manufactures ( =0.4). Case 2 illustrat

situation in which full specialisation and unequal factor rewards result from t

wi
0 Ki

Li

-----
ε
*

1 ε–
ε

-----------
ε

=

wi
0

wi
a

1[ ∞ ),
wi

* ni Π*
i 0=

Πi wi
*( )t( ) 0= ni wi

*( ) t( ) 0<

Li 0=

nh 0=

i 1 2,=

j   1 2,≠



wi
* τ( )

wi
* τ( )

K1 L1⁄ K2 L2⁄ K1 L1⁄ K2 L2⁄

n1 n2⁄

1i.e.,  and  are in the same cone of diversification. Dissimilar relative factor endowm
implies  and  are in distinct cone of diversification.

2We also have simulated the model for =1.667 and =0.714; =1.428 and 
0.769. The results of the simulations for relative wages in country 1 are available on request.

K1 L1⁄ K2 L2⁄
K1 L1⁄ K2 L2⁄

K1 L1⁄ K2 L2⁄ K1 L1⁄ K2 K2⁄
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liberalisation. Factor prices are outside the FPE set, and at free trade manu

ing production is concentrated in the North.
The simulations for trade costs varying from autarky to free trade cle

suggest that specialisation occurs when trade is not free (Figure 1b). Sinc

North has a comparative advantage in manufactures, its manufactures pro

prices are lower. At very high trade costs, however, consumers in the South

prefer to demand higher quantities of trade cost free domestic manufacture

intermediate trade costs, the consumer price of manufactures produced 
North become more competitive. Country 1’s consumers demand more quan

of foreign varieties. Firms in country 1 then incur unsustainable losses and 

to produce.

Trade liberalisation does not affect firms in the North as it does the la

abundant country, although consumers in the former also reduce their dema

Figure 1. Factor Proportions and Elasticity of Demand
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local manufactures in order to buy the less competitive varieties produced i
South. Variety-loving consumers demand some of all goods irrespective of 

prices. However, the \emph{quantities} demanded of each variety depend i

sely on its price (equation \ref{dem}), so that in the North the switch fr

domestic manufactures to costlier imports is limited. The level of trade cos

which the land-abundant country becomes fully specialised depends on

elasticity of demand, as will be clarified below.

B. Elasticity of Demand and Economies of Scale

The elasticity of substitution between differentiated goods in the price inde

and the elasticity of demand in (3) are represented by σ. An increase in the

elasticity of demand reduces each firm’s market power -and hence the equilib

price (9)- and raises the equilibrium output per firm (3). Although pr
competition is more intense when varieties are viewed as good substitutes (h

σ), each firm has a larger market.

Consequently, as trade is opened up firms will face more competition a

levels of trade costs, other things equal, but will rely on a broader market. So,

firms can produce without making losses until trade costs are very low. This

be clearly seen in Figure 1. Irrespective of factor proportions, at any level of 
costs, the number of firms in the South is higher the higher the elasticit

demand. In particular, when countries have dissimilar relative factor endowm

(Case 2), country 1 fully specialises in the production of agricultural good

much lower trade costs. For σ=10, country 1 does not produce manufactures

trade costs below 17%. The critical level of trade costs at which specialis

occurs increases to 24% for σ=6, 34% for σ=4, and 63% for σ=2. When country
1 produces both goods down to free trade (Figure 1a), the relative number of

is also susbtantially lower for σ=2:  varies between 57% at 50% trade cos

and 41% at free trade. In contrast, for σ=10, =88% at 50% trade costs an

41% at free trade.  

The relationship between economies of scale, θ, and elasticity of substitution is

given by4 

The measure of economies of scale θ allows us to infer a relationship betwee

market size and the elasticity of demand. A low substitutability of demand imp

n1 n2⁄
n1 n2⁄

θ wi x,( ) 1
1

σ 1–
------------+=
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from (19) in high economies of scale. As a result, given the market size, f
firms will break even. In Case 1 as well as Case 2, there is no straightfor

measure of country size, since the absolute factor endowments are not p

tional. In case 1, the absolute amounts of and and labour are (K1,L1)=(500,450)

and (K2,L2)=(500,550). In case 2, (K1,L1)=(500,250) and (K2,L2)=(500,750). Con-

sidering, though, that a country has a larger market if it is more endowed of at

one factor, the North is the largest country in both cases. However, comp
country 1’s market in Case 1 and Case 2, we can say that its market is lar

Case 1. As a result, at any σ and for any σ the relative number of firms in country

1 is higher in Case 1 than in Case 2. For instance, at 50% trade costs anσ=6

=84% in Case 1 against 37% in Case 2. At this level of trade barr

consumers present a strong bias in favour of trade cost free dom

manufactures. So, the difference between the number of firms in South in C
and in Case 2 actually reflects the effects of distinct market size rather tha

impacts of factor proportions. 

C. Different Elasticities

Figure 2a presents the equilibrium relative number of firms for K1/L1=1.11, and

K2,L2=0.909 assuming that countries differ in their elasticities of demand. 
assumed that the land-abundant country’s elasticity of demand equals 10 wh

elasticity of demand of the labour-abundant country is first set to 4 (Case 1a

then increased to 6 (Case 1b). In both cases, the goods produced in the No

viewed as poor substitutes to each other and, more importantly, to var

produced in the South.

When both countries produce goods equally substitutable (σ=10, i=1,2) the
relative number of firms in country 1 is at its highest, varying between 86%

43% (Fig. 1a). In contrast, when consumers in country 2 view foreign m

factures as poorer substitutes of domestic varieties, the relative number of fir

country 1 only reaches 50% (σ2=6) or less than 25% (σ2=4) at 50% trade costs. A

free trade country 1 is either fully specialised in agricultural goods ((2=4

produces a minimum of manufactures (σ2=6). Although the results are quite robu
to changes in the initial values of wages, it is not possible to rule out full sp

alisation when σ1=10, σ2=6.

The contrast between the behaviour of manufacturing production in Case 

Case 1a-1b can only be explained by the disparity of the elasticity of dem

Factor proportions play a secondary role, since they are identical in all C

n1 n2⁄
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First, as consumers in the North tend to prefer specific goods (low σ), opening up

to trade does not translate into increased demand for foreign goods. On the
hand, consumers in the South are less particular (high σ) and demand increased

quantities of imported manufactures. This asymmetry in consumer behaviour

the advantage of firms in the North. These firms have a better access to ma

the South than firms in the South to foreign markets. 

Furthermore, the North’s favourable factor endowments implies that its pro

tion costs of manufactures are lower. Hence, its exports are more competit
the South at intermediate and low trade costs. At high trade costs, e.g., 

domestic market bias is stronger in any country than price conside-rations.

allows firms in the North to stand the stiffer price competition in the South. As 

seen above, higher elasticity of demand is associated with lower mark-up

lower prices. Finally, intense product competition in the South implies a lo

Figure 2. Different Elasticities of Demand
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number of firms (expression (12)). In Case 2, the absolute number of firm5 in
autarky is n1=2.78, n2=8.088 (σ2=4), n2=5.39 (σ2=6). The size of the South’s

manufacture industry is thus limited when compared with industry in the No

Since individual firms in the South have a reduced market in the North and

more intense competition from foreign firms in their domestic market, 

manufacture industry in the South shrinks as economic integration deepen

low trade cost, 14%, the South ceases to produce manufactures altogether

D. Welfare

Full specialisation of the South is not necessarily associated with decli

social welfare, as Figure 2b illustrates. Trade liberalisation allows consume

have access to more varieties, which increases their welfare. Furthermore, 

North produces manufactures at lower costs, its varieties are available to
sumers in the South at more competitive price than domestic varieties. S

welfare in the South is consistently above autarky levels ( ), and mo

the gains from trade are reaped after the country has fully specialised

instance, when σ1=10 and σ2=4 country 1 specialises at 14% trade costs. For tr

costs above this critical level, the gains from trade amount to 1.7%, agains

after specialisation. When σ1=10, σ2=6 total gains from trade reach 7.2% at fre
trade. Product competition and inefficient use of scarce factors account fo

lower gains from trade in this case. First, since country 1 does not specialise 

production of the goods it can produce efficiently, viz. food, scarce factors

being used to produce manufactures inefficiently. This translates into a h

price index (2), when compared with the price index resulting from full spec

sation. Second, product competition in country is more intense when σ2=6,
reducing the equilibrium number of firms and consequently the numbe

varieties available.  

IV. Conclusion

In this paper we show that North-South economic integration may lead to
full specialisation of the South in agricultural production, even though North 

South produce manufactures of identical qualities. If consumers in the North 

manufactures produced in the South as poorer substitutes of their dom

varieties, while goods are equally substitutable in the South, the market of firm

the North expands to a much greater extent than the market of their competit

V1 V1
a⁄ 1>
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the South. If the manufacture industry in the North is more efficient, e.g., du
favourable relative factor endowments or better technology, industrial produ

becomes unsustainable in the South. 
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